sáplis  whirlwind, cyclone, whirlwind personified
hiyúumtáňto  Big Dipper, Úrsa Major
luk'upsíimey  Polaris, polestar, North Star
'ením'  winter
'eletém'  between winter and spring
'élwéht'  coming out of winter
wewéexp  spring
sapátma  late spring, between spring /summer, late in the year, between fall/winter
'apáam'  late spring, between spring and summer, May and June
táyam  summer
hiíl'em  between summer and fall
señním'  fall/autumn
Instructions: Write the correct letter, for the word describing the image, in the boxes provided. You may need the same letter more than once, or not at all.

A. sáplis  B. hiyúumtáňto  C. luk'upsíiméy  D. táyam  E. wewéexp
F. 'elwéht / 'eletém  G. señním'  H. hiíl'em  I. 'apáam/ sapátma
J. 'ením'  K. sapátma
Instructions: Write the correct letter for the corresponding season or object. The first two have been included for reference. Once all the boxes are completed, draw an object, resource, or activity that would describe that season. Also, draw hiyúum tá́xto in the four positions to create sáplis.